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The Johns Hopkins University 
In this paper, we consider the growth curves of animals. These may ?e 
regarded as the realization of a stochastic process P(t) with expectation 
function ~(t), t a o. Suppose now there is an optimum curve a(t), then the 
problem is to construct a selection index, I, which will gradually move ~(t) 
to a(t) at same or all points t € [O,a]. 
Discrete Solution 
We firstly consider the problem of changing ~(t) to a(t) at well defined 
points t., i=1,2,···,n. These points may be considered as defining critical 
~ 
stages in the growth cycle of the animals. l;n order to make progress, we 
assume the usual additive model P(t) = ~(t) + g(t) + e(t) where g(t) is the 
additive genetic and e(t) the environmental cont~ibutions to phenotype at time 
t. The components g(t) and e(t) are considered to satisfy the relation 
E[g(s) e(t)} = 0 for all s,t € [O,a]. 
For convenience we write pi = p(ti) = P(ti) ~ ~(ti), ~(ti) = ~i' g1 = g(ti) 
and e.= e(t.). In this notation then the problem is to construct a selection 
~ ~ 
n 
index I = r. 13 • p. = R r .2 
1=1 ~ ~ '""' such that Cov(g.,I) = k., i=l,2,···,n where ~ ~ 
k. =(a.-~.). Since under standard assumptions the expected change in~.,~., 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
after selection on I is ~I Cov(g1,I)/~, where 6I is the selection differential 
in I, suitably defined, we would have that ~i = ~IkJ ~· Hence, after approxi-
mately a2:1 ~ selections the total change in lli should be about ki and the optimum 
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values will have been reached. 
In order to find ~ notice that the above conditions can be written in 
..... 
matrix form as E[ §2Z' ~} = 1 and, since E[~'} = S!,' the genetic covariance 
matrix, ~ = G-~. This is a special case of a restricted selection index 
- ,.... ,.._, 
reported by the author in (1962). 
For a rather wide class of procedures for estimating G 1 ~ = G-~ is 
I"'W ,-..J ~ ~ 
a consistent estimator of ~. Moreover, the analysis can be put in the multi-
,.._, 
variate analysis of covariance form 
Source d. f. Estimate Expect at ion 
A (r/m)G Between families fb B B = W + ,.._, ,.._, ,..., 
A 
Error f w w 
w ,.... 
where r is the number per family group and m=2 or m-4 according to the type 
of family relationship. 
A m A A 
Thus, G = - [B-vl] • 
/"'t... r ~,.....; 
A A 
The covariance matrix for~~ V(~), is obtained by noticing that G(~) 
~ r.wJ,-..,J ,...., ~ 
+ ( d~)~ = Q; whence ~( d~) =-( d2:)t· Thus, proceeding in the standard fashion 
(l) 
A A A 
and letting~~ = ~! then the q,rt~ element of GV(~)G is Z Z y t Cov(Gt ,G ). 
-- ~ ,.._, ,.._, s " s r qs 
But, it can be shown that 
A A m2 { l 1} Cov(Gt ,G ) =- (Bt B +Bt B )fb- + (VIt vJ +Wt W )f-r qs 2 q r s s rq . q r s s rq w 
r 
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and substituting this into (1) and simplifying 
It is now possible to calculate the approximate variance of the estimate 
I = ~';e· We write ~ = t + ~,then since E(~'} = 2; E(I) = 0 and 
(3) 
where£= E(~'), the phenotypic covariance matrix. 
The Continuous Solution 
Although the index constructed above, ~ = ~-1:, may be of some practical 
importance 1 it is only of minor theoretical interest. What is really required 
is some index which will apply selection: pressure to all points of the curve 
simultaneously. In this section we propose to discuss such an index. 
We introduce now the covariance function·E[p(s)p(t)) = r (s,t) = f (s,t) p g 
+ r ( s, t) , and in the following argument r (s·; t) will replace the mat rbC:G of. e g ,..., 
the discrete solution. For this treatment we· let k ( t) = [a: ( t) -ll ( t)], a con-
tinuous function of time. Our index, instead of being of the form t'~ is 
;:. 
a 
I = J ~(t)p(t)dt, where the integral is to be interpreted as a s~oc~astic integral. 
0 
It is well known that a sufficient condition for the latter to exist is that 
a a J J rp(s,t)~(s)~(t) dsdt = ~exists. 
0 0 
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The condition that Cov(g.,I) = k. is now replaced by E(g(t)I) = k(t). 
~ ~ 
a a 
But, E(g(t) J p(s)~(s)ds) = J ~(s)rg(s,t)ds = k(t) (see appendix), and in 
0 0 
order to find ~(s) the integral equation 
a J ~(s)rg(s,t)ds = k(t) 
0 
(4) 
must be solved. Equation (4) is a Fredholm integral equation of the first kind 
and inversion, in general, is not an easy task. 
a 
If p(t) is a normal process, then J p(t)~(t)dt = I will also be normal 
0 (Loeve, 1955, page 485). Thus the expected change at the point t E [O,a] after 
selection will be ~t) = ~Ik(t)/~. Hence, as for the discrete case, after 
~~~I selections, ~(t) should be near a(t) at all points t E [O,a]. 
Scme points pertaining to the solution of the selection integral equation 
will now be discussed. Firstly, in order to make some progress, some parametric 
form must be assigned to the covariance kernel r (s,t) and, for purposes of g 
illustration, v1e will let f (s,t) = E w.eihst, w. and 1'\. real, w. > o. Although g 1 =l ~ ~ ~ ~ 
the form of r has been chosen for mathematical convenience, this model should g 
be satisfactory whenever the kernel can be assumed strictly positive. 
Q) 
In order to find a solution to (4) one can sttempt to write ~(s) = E e.¢.(s), 
1:::0 ~ ~ 
where the e. are real constants and the ¢.(s) are the eigenfunctions of the 
~ ~ 
kernel r ( s, t). However, with the particular form assumed above we can calculate g 
an approximation to ~(s) in another way. 
a 
We have J ( 1 ~1wie'f\1 st) ~(s)ds = k(t) and, by differentiating both sides 
0 
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with re~pect to t ·and setting t=O, we obtain ~1· ( ~ w.T). ) = k' ('b) where 
i=l J. J. 
a ,, i ,_ a ~l.:;;,.r·;·st)(s)ds.· Bmilariy ~j ( E w.T)~) = k(j)(O), ~- = J sjt3(s)ds, and 
i=l J. J. J 
0 0 
provided the k(j)(O) exist these equations can be solved for~. if ~ w.T)~ f o. 
J 1'=1J.J. 
If, now, t3(s) can be expressed approx:iJnately as a polynomial of· deg~e m-i,·' 
m~l · m-1 '+'+1 
= :E b.s1 , then~.= r. b.aJ. J /(j+i+l) and the vector of coefficients, 
1 ""'() J. J !. :::0 J. t3 ( s) 
]2_, can be found from the equation 
-1 b =A ~ 
,..,. ,...., ""' 
where~ = [ai+j+l/(i+j+l)] and~· = (~1,~2 ,···,~m). A higher degree polynomial 
t3(s) can be constructed by taking more moments and, if for some j r. w.T)~ = 0, J. J. 
then the jth moment is omitted and the process is completed using an additional 
moment of higher order than~ .• 
J· 
· From the Weierstrass approx:iJnation theorem it follows that if a continuous 
solution to (4) exists, then the above procedure leads to a uniformly close 
approx:iJnation to t3(s). That is, given an € there exists an m=M such that for 
m-1 • 
all m > M, \ r. b.sJ.- t3(s)\ < € for all s € [O,a]. 
i =l J. 
"' "' In order to obtain e&t:imates of the parameters w. and 1)., w4 and 1)., i=l,2, • • • ,n, 
. J. J. ~ 1 
we may obtain estmates of genetic covariance, Cov(g(t ),g(t )) = G , as des-q r qr 
cribed earlier, and use these in a standard non-linear least squares analysis 
"' "' to calculate w. and 1) .• The details of such an analysis will not be given here 
1. J. 
since they are well established. 
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In the above case it is not difficult to obtain an expression for V(I) 
which is entirely analagous to (3). It will be possible, in general, to obtain 
approximate sampling variances and covariances for thew. and~.; hence we 
J. J. 
"' "' 2 ml ~(s) = b's when s' = [l,s,s 1 ••• 1 s- ] and 
,.... "' ,..., 
If we let ~(s) = ~(s) + ~~(s), then 
a 
V(I) = v ( s p(t)g(t)dt) 
0 
a a 
= E { s p(t) (~(t)+~~(t)) dt • s p(s) c~(s)+~~(s))ds} 
0 0 
and using the assumption that E(p(t)~~(s)} s 0 we find that 
a a a a 
V(I) = J J ~(s)~(t)fp(s,t)dsdt + J J B(s,t)~P(t,s)dsdt (5) 
0 0 0 0 
where B(s,t) = E{A~(s)~(t)}. 
It is clear that in the example B(s,t) = s'A-ly(~)A.11 t and hence we have 
r.J,....., ~~,... ,.,. 
the required extension of (3) to the continuous case. 
Extensions 
We consider next the continuous analogue of the general genetic selection 
index. In the discrete case the problem is to find a vector ~ such that ~·~ 
is in some sense the best predictor of a'g. when a is a vector of economic 
...... X/ ,..., 
weights. By using a least squares argument, we minimize 
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(6) 
with respect to ~. It is clear that equation (6) is at a minimum when f?_ ""'.f~~j 
,.... 
which is the required solution. 
Introducing the economic weight function a(t), in the continuous case we 
must min:Unize 
a a 
I(~) = E { s g(t)a(t)dt - J p(t)~(t)dt}2 
0 0 
a a 
= J J a(s)a(t)rg(s,t)dsdt 
0 0 
a a 
- 2 J J a(t)~(s)rg(s,t)dsdt 
0 0 
a a 
+ J J ~(s)~(t)rp(s,t)dsdt 
0 0 
vTith respect to 13\t). This is a variational proolem and we write I(j3+e~) == F( e), 
vlhere s(t) is an arbitrary continuous function vanishing at 0 and a. Then 
a a a 
oi = 0 = € d~~O) = 2€ J s(t) [ s fg(s,t)a(s)ds J r (s,t)j3(s)dsldt p .J 
0 0 0 
4lt implies, since ~(t) is arbitrary, that 
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a a 
s rp(s,t)~(s)ds = s rg(s,t)a(s)ds 
0 0 
Thus, (7) is another Fredholm integral equation of the first kind which must 
be solved for ~(t). 
Finally, suppose that, instead of just a single growth curve, we are 
interested in different curves which describe the overall phenotypic growth 
of the animal. Thus, we have a vector valued randcm process !_( t)' = [P1 (t), P2 (t), 
• • ·., P ( t) ] and we let q 
E(P(t)} = ~(t) , E([P(t)-~(t)][P(s)-~(s)]') = f (s,t) = [fij(s,t] 
- ~ p p 
where 
fij(s,t) = E(p.(t)p.(s)} = fij(s,t) + fij(s,t). 
P ~ J g e 
The problem now is to move ~(t) to ~(t) + k(t). 
~ ,.., ~ 
a 
Consider I= ~ J p.(s)~.(s)ds as the prosptective index. Then we must 
.l =l J J 
0 
have 
q a 
E(g.(t)I} = k.(t) = \' J fij(s,t)~.(s)ds, i=1,2,···, ~ ~ L g J 
j=l 0 
or in obvious matrix form 
a J Lg(s,t)~(s)ds = ls(t) • 
0 
In the finite case these results specialize as follows. 
(8) 
Cl 
Let I= L: p~~., 
J :;::l """J""J 
where Jl-'· = [p.(t1),p.(t2),···,p.(t )], then the condition is that ~ J J J n 
E(g.I} = k. , k! = [k1(t1),k.(t2),•••,k.(t )] ~ I'VJ.. l l l ln 
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If G(ij) = E(g1gj}, then we obtain the equation 
q 
IQ,(ij)~ 
j=l 
= k. 
.-..a. 
or, in full matrix notation 
' 
i=l,2, ••• ,q 
where ~· = [~:1_,!22, • • • ,~' J, k 1 = [}S]_'~' • • • ,!:_q] and 
G = 
... 
From (9) it is clear that a unique solution to the more general problem is 
guaranteed. 
Discussion 
There are a number of practical situations to which the techniques of 
(9) 
the previous sections could be applied. For instance, in fat lamb production 
one desirable characteristic is rapid and early increases in body weight. On 
the other hand, if these weight increments are too great then same production 
and marketing problems may arise. Hence, same optimal growth curve can perhaps 
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be specified towards which the average flock performance is to be pushed. 
Different breeds of livestock are characterized not only by the quality 
of the associated primary product, but also by how rapidly, in what quantity 
and h0\>1 efficiently it is produced. Thus, early maturity in lambs may be a 
desirable feature under some systems of management and marketing, whereas under 
entirely different conditions late maturing sheep may be optimal. Under any 
specific set of circumstances it makes sense to use the particular breed which 
has, among other things, the correct growth·pattern. The concept of an optimal 
growth curve, therefore, appears to have genuine and important practical nnplica-
tions. 
In most cases one feels that the discrete solution suggested above would 
provide an adequate selection tool. Practically, one would probably be satis-
fied to have the population growth curve approach the optnnal curve at a finite 
number of points since intuition suggests that intermediate points will also be 
brought near optimality automatically. Provided n is a reasonable number, the 
vector ~ can be estimated with little trouble. 
However, it is not just of academic interest to investigate possible means 
of applying selection pressure throughout a continuum. It is worthwhile to see 
where the theory extends and to observe the similarity between the general and 
the specific results. If very many measurements were recorded on each indivi-
dual it is possible that the discrete methods '\'Tould become unwieldy, and the 
continuous solution may be the most appropriate approximation to use. Of course, 
with enough points numerical quadrature methods could be used to accurately 
a 
estimate I = J g(t)p(t)dt. 
0 
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Whatever may be the theoreticad advantages or disadvantages of the methods 
outlined here, experimental verification _of their practical utility is required. 
As usual, this may be a long time in coming, but now at least there are 
methods to test. 
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Appendix 
a 
• ; ·Prior to equation (3) it is asserted that E(g(t)I} = J ~(s)f g(s,t)ds and 
0 
the purpose here is to establish this result. Let t 0,t1,t2 , • • • ,.tn be a 
partition of the interval [O,a] and define 
then 
n 
I = \ ~(t.)p(t.)(t.-t. 1 ) n ~ ~ ~ ~ ~-
i=l 
. ~ 
IE(g(t)(I-I )}I~ E(lg(t)(I-I )!} ~ [E(g2(t)J· E[(I-I )2 }]2 
n n n 
by the Schwartz inequality. By taking limits on both sides of the above 
inequality we find, since lim E[I-I )2 } = o, that 
n _. ~ n 
n 
E(g(t)I} = lim \ ~(s. )r (s. ,t)(s.-s ... 1) 
- ~ ~ g ~ ~ ~-
n ... ""' . 1 ~= 
a 
= J ~(s)fg(s,t)ds • 
The last integral exists by assumption. 
